
FEATHER
SEATING



CONGRATULATIONS
You have invested in today’s standard for premium 
seating. Feather and down seating offers ultimate 
comfort for you and your family to enjoy for years. This 
seating system also provides a relaxed and casual 
look which complements today’s lifestyle and trends.

•  Fluff cushions as you would a pillow.. 
•  Turn and rotate cushions to wear evenly.
•  Vacuum regularly for maximum resiliency.
•  When upholstery cleaning is required, please remove feather jackets prior to 

 steam cleaning or any after market applications.

•  Three year feather warranty 
•  Lifetime foam warranty
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feather & down seating

care recommendations

warranty

Will my cushions change shape over time?

Where does feather and down come from?

Feathers
 
are coming through my cushion; does this 

mean my cushion is defective?
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How are the feather cushions and pillows constructed?
Our feather pillows and cushions are made with a high quality 100% cotton down 
proof ticking filled with 50% polyester,45% sterilized duck feather and 5% sterilized duck 
down. Back pillows are a channeled feather insert, while seat cushions are a channeled 
feather jacket surrounding a super plush foam core.

Our feathers are sewn into channels to prevent clumping and ensure the correct shape is 
held. All cushions will get comfy by softening up over time and eventually will conform to
the shape of the user. This is the normal enhancement process of natural filled cushions 
and is not considered a defect.        

All of the feather and down that Stanton uses is a byproduct of the food industry (like the
leather used in apparel and furniture) 

Over time a few feathers may work their way through the cushion cover. This is normal,
since there must be airflow through the cushion for comfort adjustability. Stanton uses
one of the highest rated air perm feather casings on the market to keep feather loss to
a minimum. 


